
 

 

430-547 Polaris 120 Front Suspension Widening Kit 

Kit Components: 

4-Radius Rods  2-Shock Tower Extensions 

2-Tie Rods  8-Heim Spacers 

4-Heim Joints  2-Trailing Arm Spacers 

8-Ball Joints  2-Trailing Arm Bolts 

Misc-Bolts, nuts, hardware 

1. Raise front of sled off the ground. 

2. Remove struts from snowmobile.  Remove shocks. 

3. Remove stock Tie Rods. 

4. Remove stock radius rods.  The easiest way to do this is to remove center bracket off of 

bulkhead(labeled 1 in diagram)  First remove rivets and bolts then gently pry up and push down 

and bracket will come out.  Then remove radius rods. 

5. Drill 4 mounting holes on  bracket to 3/8”. 

6. Install new radius rods on to center bracket.  Install so as ball joint is to front of machine and 

tighten. 

7. Re-install front bracket with stock bolts and new rivets. 

8. New tie rods can be installed to steering post (drill to 3/8”) 

9. Slide shock tower extension over stock tower.  This piece is made to be a tight fit, you may need 

to use a plastic hammer to fully seat on tower.  Tighten bolt. 

10. Drill radius rod mounting holes (on strut) and Tie rod mount (spindle) to 3/8” 

11. Install radius rods on to strut using 3/8” bolts and put a small shim on each side of heim before 

tightening.  This must be done for heim to move freely. 

12. Install shocks and tie rods. 

13. Put 1” aluminum spacer between bulkhead and strut and install with 5/16” bolt.  Grind or file 

thin step on bushing (#16 on diagram) flush. 

14. Be sure check all bolts for tightness. 

15. Aligning of front end 

-Both tie rods and radius rods have left & right hand threads for ease of adjustment. 

-Determine overall width you want.  Divide by 2 and measure from center of bracket to center 

of carbide. This determines that there is no offset (unless desired). 

-Using an angle finder check camber ( tilt of skis). A good starting point is bewtween 2 an 4 

degrees. Re-check width. 

-Align skis, approximately 1/8” to ¼” toe out works well 



 


